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Abstract

Whether international relations are a solution to the problem or a way to provoke war is worth discussing. The Democratic Peace Theory under Liberalism holds that all democracies (or, more accurately, all liberal democracies) will not or rarely go to war with another. This theory is further explored in depth the link between democracy and peace. This paper analyzes the situation in Afghanistan, North Korea’s nuclear program and the United States intervention in the world. Finally, it is concluded that international relations theory can solve regional problems and lead to conflict and war. In other words, international relations are both parts of the problem and part of the solution to the issues in international affairs.
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1. Introduction

International Relations is a branch of political science; the research aspects range from globalization to territorial disputes, nuclear crises, human rights, etc. In the study of International Relations, most students and scholars focus on theoretical research in the discipline, linking it to the current international affairs of the world that are taking place. In the past hundred years, after four paradigm debates, three significant schools of Realism, Liberalism and Constructivism have been formed in the realm. The theory of international relations studies international relations from a theoretical point of view, and Ole R. Holist (1998) describes the theory of international relations as a pair of sunglasses that allow wearers to see only essential events related.

This paper researches the Democratic Peace Theory under Liberalism. The theory is that all democracies (or, more accurately, all liberal democracies) will not or rarely go to war with another democracy. But that doesn’t mean democracies won’t go to war, and it doesn’t guarantee that they won’t like war more than other institutions, such as some authoritarian ones (Gat 2005). This theory intensely studies have further explored the link between democracy and peace, with fewer conflicts among democracies and more occasional acts of violence on a large scale. On the contrary, increased disputes in political diplomacy (Simpson 2018). It has been used to analyze the situation in Afghanistan, the North Korean nuclear program, and American intervention in the world, concluding that international relations theory can solve regional problems and lead to conflict and war. In other words, international relations are both part of the problem and the solution to the crisis in international affairs, which requires comprehensive analysis from multiple perspectives.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Theoretical Research

2.1.1 Liberalism

The Enlightenment, which began in the 18th century, was a crucial ideological innovation in the history of world civilization. According to JANSEN (2016), the ideological torrents of Rationalism and human dignity have ruthlessly swept away the scum that has confined people’s minds for centuries. Although enlightenment thinkers mainly discussed general philosophical issues from the perspective of individualism and Rationalism, some thinkers thought deeply about international politics and a world order based on this philosophy, which became idealism, that is, the direct source of liberal theory (Liberalism) of international relations (Konersmann 1990).

In the Enlightenment, liberal thought was represented by John Locke, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Kant, who established some of the basic principles of Liberalism (Walker 2008). Among these great thinkers, Kant had the most significant influence on developing the theory of international relations in later generations. In the history of
western Liberalism, Kant’s thought has played a role in the future (Walker 2008). In Western political philosophy, Kant believed that the significant losses brought about by the war between countries, the development of civil society and human rationality would eventually make the relationship between countries transition from a Hobbesian state of nature to a state of law, to achieve the goal of "permanent peace" (Babasyan 2017). McKean (2019) claimed that Kant’s thought of permanent peace directly influences the development of the theory of international relations of the republic and Liberalism in later generations, that is, the Democratic Peace Theory to be discussed later.

Liberalism, which focuses on the role of rational individuals, is defined as the progressive theory of adhering to the development of international relations. The famous international relations professor Buzan (Buzan, 1993) regards Liberalism as one of the primary schools in contemporary Western international relations theory. Its formation and evolution constitute a vital part of the history of international relations. Meiser (2018) interpreted Liberalism as “liberal democracy”, a defining feature of modern democracy, a way of describing free and fair elections and the rule of law, and protecting civil liberties. However, Liberalism has evolved into a distinct entity of its own when discussed in the field of International Relations theory. Liberalism embraces concepts and arguments about how institutions, behaviour, and economic ties can contain and mitigate the violent power of the state (Meiser 2018).

Meiser (2018) argued that Liberalism should be based on the moral argument that ensuring the right to life, liberty, and property of individuals is the highest goal of government. Liberals, therefore, emphasize that the well-being of the individual is an essential part of a just political system. Thus, the main point of analysis of Liberalism is to construct a system that protects individual liberty by limiting political power. Ball and Girvetz (2019) thought that the nature of these personal issues is national politics. Still, international relations is also essential to liberals because a country’s activities abroad have a powerful impact on domestic freedoms. Liberals are troubled by aggressive foreign policy, and the main concern is that war requires the state to build up military power. This power can be used against foreign countries, but it can also oppress its citizens (Meiser 2018). For this reason, liberal-rooted political systems often limit military power by ensuring civilian control over the military. This gives rise to the Democratic Peace Theory of the following analysis.

2.1.2 Democratic Peace Theory

Democratic Peace Theory is the representative theory of liberal international security research. It argues that all countries with democratic institutions (more correctly, all liberal democracies) will not or rarely go to war with another democracy (Geis, Brock, and Müller 2007). In practice, however, the theory does not mean that democracies will not wage war; After the original version of this theory was presented, many more in-depth studies have further explored the link between democracy and peace, with fewer conflicts between democracies and less violence on a scale. One of the reasons the Democratic Peace Theory was developed relatively late was that democracies were quite rare before the end of the 19th century. It can be traced from thought to the “permanent peace” of the German philosopher Kant during the European Enlightenment (Babasyan 2017).

Kant proposed the concept of democratic peace in his 1795 book Zum Ewigen Frieden (German), even though he had only made the Constitutional Republic one of the necessary conditions for permanent peace. According to Munn (2004), Kant’s theory is that most people will never vote for war unless it is out of defence. Since the checks and balances of a republican constitution prevent risky rulers from throwing their country into battle, and every republican government obeys international law that avoids war, a constitutional republic can be a pacifist. Waltz (1962) claimed that if the declaration of war requires the consent of the citizens, there will be no war for a long time because citizens will be wary of paying the cost of war, of the devastation of the resumption of war, the heavy burden they bear. Still, the situation is different for non-republican governments. Because their rulers would not make any sacrifices for a fight, they might declare war for trivial reasons. Kant’s ideas are also known as “liberal internationalism” (Munn 2004). From this perspective, International Relations is part of the problem, and democratic peace can lead to war, thus raising the refugee problem and reducing the quality of life of people.

After World War II, especially since the 1970s, with the increase in the number of democracies, many scholars have re-recognized the problem of democratic peace and gradually put this theory, systematization. In 1976, Melvin Small and J. David Singer finally responded by finding a lack of war between democracies, except for two marginal examples, but denying that the trend was statistically significant (Fukuyama and Russett 1993). After the end of the Cold War, Democratic Peace Theory has become one of the hot topics in the theory of international relations in the West. Ma-oz and Gondola (1989) extended fewer wars to fewer conflicts. Bremen (1992), Ma-oz and Russell (1992) all found that the coincidence between democracy and peace was apparent after controlling several possible research variables. Their research brings the theory of democracy and stability to the attention of mainstream academic circles. Supporters of realism in international relations and others have offered many new
rebuttals. Other scholars have systematically studied why democracy produces peace (K-locum and choler 1995) and why democracy can influence other aspects of diplomatic relations.

In the modern international society, the standard spiritual temperament (ethos) of democracies also makes it rare for war between democracies, the fundamental characteristics of which are peaceful competition and political compromise (Griffiths 1999). According to Lynn-Jones (2019) from Harvard Kennedy School, a democratic State would envisage that other democracies would also settle disputes in a ruled and peaceful manner and apply them to external relations, so that the impression of democracies on other democracies was positive, thus making them soft and forming respectful connections. The benefits of cooperative ties between democracies will be expanded, and the expansion of such cooperation will eventually lead to a community of interests of democracies (Lynn-Jones 2019). In other words, the state will act like its adversaries, and policymakers and people will create an impression of the country from the way other leaders settle political disputes.

The norms of regular political competition, compromise to resolve political contradictions, and democracies use the peaceful transfer of rights to treat other international actors. Non-democratic countries cannot apply these norms in their external relations (Stanzel 2018). Thus, when there is a dispute of interest between two democracies, democratic norms prevent the use or threat of use of force in most conflicts. Even if they did go to war, there would be no full-scale war, so disputes between democracies and non-democracies are more likely to escalate or lead to fighting because the latter have fewer such constraints. When a democracy conflicts with a non-democratic state, it does not expect the other party to be subject to these norms but may be forced to take more robust international action than the latter to prevent itself from being exploited or eliminated (Russett and Takehiko Kamo 1996). From this point of view, International Relations is a way of solving international problems, which can be resolved in the most peaceful manner possible to save people from war to some extent.

2.2 The Situation in International Affairs

The disintegration of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, and the U.S. becoming the sole superpower, to a large extent, caused the power and intellectual elite of the United States to fall into overconfidence of American hegemony (GOWA 2011). The soviet war in Afghanistan in 2001 and the Iraqi War in 2003 were even more so greatly enhanced this self-confidence. They believe that the U.S. has the power to dominate the world order alone and can shape the post-Cold War international system according to its own will. Gowa (2011) believed that this process of shaping is to copy the American democratic system and political model in some developing countries, and its theoretical basis is the Democratic Peace Theory as know that it-there is no war between democratic countries, so the more democratic countries, the world will be more peaceful.

When American power and political elites fell into such a myth, they seemed to have forgotten the lessons of the Vietnam War. In 1959, although the U.S. intervened on a large scale in the Vietnam War, it did not win. In the end, the U.S. failed to achieve its original strategic goals (Mcmahon 2010). According to Mcmahon (2010), in addition to the heavy financial burden, war casualties have led to a heavy domestic political responsibility. The resulting humanitarian disaster has led to criticism from the international community. The decision to withdraw from Vietnam has given the U.S. notoriety of abandoning its allies. As of August 2021, people seemed to have seen a repeat of the Vietnam War: mountain warfare was too costly but failed to eliminate the Taliban; long-distance power projection and nationalist sentiment caused by being an outsider caused the U.S. to fail to follow suit (Rescue 2021). It wanted to build an “American’s Afghanistan” democratic country, and the series of burdens and problems caused by the war were surprisingly similar. Therefore, Democratic Peace Theory has some disadvantages, which pose a threat to peace and thus lead to fighting, and at the same time, due to the limitations of the theory itself, we can see that there are some disadvantages in American hegemony, led to the failure of the war in Afghanistan.

Firstly, the war in Afghanistan has shown that non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries is not only protection of small and medium-sized countries, but also a piece of advice to the great and powerful (Wood, n.d.). Even a hegemonic power like the U.S. has a hard time building a nation for Afghanistan on its own. The U.S. should not make building the Afghan state its mission. From the war on terror to calming the insurgency in Afghanistan, America’s strategic goals have gradually exceeded its capabilities. It is an impossible task to build an effective and sustainable State entirely on external forces.

Secondly, some scholars believed that the U.S. has failed to promote its nation-building in response to the specific circumstances of Afghanistan but simply imposed its political system and model on Afghanistan. After the withdrawal of the Taliban, the debate in Afghanistan over whether to have a presidential or parliamentary system, a single system, or a federal system and ultimately to adopt a presidential system and a single system is
incompatible with the political and social foundations of Afghanistan. The presidential system brings not authority and stability but a high degree of presidential corruption.

Finally, the war in Afghanistan Government (2010) shows that American hegemony itself has many problems. For example, much of the U.S. money for Afghanistan has been wasted, including, of course, corruption in the Afghan government, but also U.S. government officials and defence contractors (Sabga 2021). In Sabga’s article, it shows that the hegemony itself is clearly decadent. The U.S. side of the high-profile people back to show that through the U.S., the Afghan Ministry of Security has been the “best department”, can face the Taliban lonely.

On the other hand, Kiprizli and Caglar Kaya (2019) claimed that the Democratic Peace Theory had been applied in the process of adjusting the U.S. foreign strategy after the Cold War under the guise of promoting democratic peace, which can give legitimacy to the ideals and values that they believe that human beings pursue together, namely American democracy and weights, to conceal the nature of their interference in the internal affairs of other countries and the promotion of power. Lueddeke (2021) claimed that war has nothing to do with peace or democracy because it can be argued that democracy leads to more opposition to fight when the views of the population are fully expressed. However, democracy is not a “one-vote” veto system. The democracy prevailing in the world is a majority. When enough votes are cast to support a war, it is inevitable and will cause significant damage to people’s lives and property.

A panel discussion from Hubert H. Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs (2008) shows that American democratic diplomacy has been characterized by interference in the internal affairs of other countries and the promotion of power politics at the beginning. In the United Nations peacekeeping operation in Somalia, the United States troops who had been remembered for spreading American democracy and values had finally withdrawn because of interference in the internal affairs of other countries; to establish a “democratic zone of peace” in Europe, the U.S. vigorously pursued the NATO eastward expansion strategy in support of new democracies in Eastern Europe, but this move was vehemently opposed by Russia (HERMANN and KEGLEY 2001); In East Asia, Wu Xinbo said that the U.S. had criticized the so-called “human rights issues” of some East Asian countries, despite the shortcomings of its human rights situation. Professor Wu Xinbo from Fudan University (2000) regards democratic diplomacy under the brand of “free democracy is the common goal of mankind”, which interferes in other countries’ internal affairs and hegemony more covert.

On the contrary, the doctrine of democratic peace can also bring some peaceful mediation. Lévy’s (1994) point is that the Member States had achieved or expected economic reciprocity and were unwilling to wage war and thus isolate themselves. In modern times, NAFTA, APEC, and the European Union have been seen as significant incentives for this trend (Bergsten 1994). Moreover, there is a growing recognition that regional economic integration has developed faster and more rapidly than usual after the end of the Cold War. In addition, information development and social communication can bring peace. As a result of advances in science and technology and the consequence of communication, people in many countries tend to pursue the same or similar cultural and social values. Yoonhee Kang (2011) showed that the result is easier to focus on others and link other peoples’ interests to their own, and easier to integrate common appeals and demands between countries and regions. For example, the anti-nuclear movement and the Greenpeace movement to protect the ecological environment, which first emerged from developed Western Europe, are now expanding more widely and deeply into most countries, forming an international force for peace and progress. Thus, Democratic Peace Theory could also serve as a solution in this regard, as a cooperative way of peacefully mediating international affairs. However, it has many controversies and limitations in the eyes of Western scholars.

2.3 Debate and Limitation

According to NTI (2019), many factors influence peace, world economic integration, political multiploidization, the deterrent of nuclear weapons, the United Nations, the European Union and other global or regional international organizations, the development of international law, and the development of information and the convenience of social communication channels have to some extent constrained the armed action of all countries, democratic mechanisms within countries cannot fully determine world peace. Democratic Peace Theory pursues a stable, long-term, institutionalized peace, an absolute harmony (Riker 2004). If the world’s peoples still exist in the form of nation-states, contradictions, conflicts, frictions, and even violent confrontations (the highest form of which is war) must be possible.

The basic idea of Democratic Peace Theory was criticized and questioned by realists in the first place. Realists describe their theory of international order against the background of anarchy (Coetzee and Hudson 2012). In their view, competition and conflict are the essential attributes of an anarchic international community. No matter what ideology or value norm it is based on, a country can change the global political struggle with state power and
national interests at its core (Coetzee and Hudson 2012). For the realists, the peace they recognize is only peace in some extreme state --- either peace under empire and hegemony, an island peace that is completely isolated from the world, or a temporary peace in a balance of power. Thus, anarchy and the resulting “security dilemma” make it possible for any country to “self-help” because of security needs, and peace is only relative and temporary (Hayes 2011). Although peace has always been regarded as the fundamental value and ideal pursuit of eastern political science, it cannot be interpreted as non-war. In other words, according to Hayes (2011), in the international system composed of nation-states, the pursuit of national interests remains the central theme of international politics, and even if there is no hostile act or resort to force between States, the purpose of national interests of a State may still pose a threat to other states, leaving them in a “state of war”.

3. Theoretical Analysis and Case Study

3.1 Liberalism and Democratic Peace Theory

Before it became a political philosophy, Liberalism was not so difficult to define. Simply put, Liberalism is a liberal and generous person who is a little fat, just as liberal, but a little fat people may not be appreciated. Still, few people feel that they are dangerous to the country (BARÇADURMUŞ 2018). In the context of the time, the antonym of Liberalism was not conservatism but strict. Many years later, it became a political term: Liberalism. The first substantial appearance of the word was in Spain during Napoleon's occupation (D’WYER 2010). Although it has become synonymous with political liberals, it has many definitional troubles at the earliest. Liberals are not arguing with others on academic lists and methods. They understand that conflicts are inevitable. They do not trust unfair authority, believe in progress, and respect everything, at least many people (D’WYER 2010). It is more like a way of engaging in political activities than a fixed political position.

In China, Liberalism and Confucianism have similarities. In the 1990s, the renewed Liberalism in mainland China adopted a friendly attitude towards tradition emotionally and intellectually (Cheng 2008). This conservative turn has caused widespread controversy within the liberal ideological circle and attracted the attention of other schools of thought, such as the conservatism that seeks to revive Confucianism, thereby changing the pedigree of contemporary Chinese thought to a certain extent. The conservative turn of Liberalism began in the 1950s. Still, it occurred in Taiwan, which was isolated from mainland China and was seldom known by the mainland academic circles on a closed island (Wang 1998). The conceptual origin of the anti-traditional attitude of modern Chinese liberals is the internal logic of the type of liberal ideology they have believed. The philosophical basis of this ideology is "Rationalism" (Segal 1999). In a nutshell, what modern Chinese liberals pursue is establishing a constitutional system in China to protect human freedom and rights. Such a system can be understood as a set of rules permeating free values and having complex interrelationships. Thus, the cause of establishing a free constitutional government is to establish such a system of rules that can function effectively in China (Luo 2021).

The Democratic Peace Theory under Liberalism is also seen by Kant as a tool of Rationalism, arguing that most people will never vote for war unless it is for defence (Luo 2021). Because the checks and balances of republican constitutions prevent dangerous rulers from plunging their countries into battle, and because every republican government abides by international law to avoid war, constitutional republics can be pacifists (Hunter 1988). Also, the Democratic Peace Theory has been a controversial issue in Western academia in recent years. From a purely theoretical point of view, its current development is closely related to exploring the phenomenon of "Long Peace" by Western scholars in Post-World War II Europe and the world after the end of the Cold War (Acharya 2014).

In addition, Liberalism has permanently attached importance to the influence of domestic factors on international relations, which are closely related to the development of interdependence and the growth of "non-power factors" (Kaya and Kirrily 2019). The theory of democratic peace emphasizes the role of national checks and balances such as individual domestic expression, political freedom, and democratic mechanism. It advocates that the degree of domestic political freedom can affect international politics and attempts to push Liberalism from domestic politics to international politics to cause a massive role in the global process (Place 2012).

3.2 Democratic Peace Theory: Solution or Problem?

Some scholars believe there is no war between democracies, just like the rule of thumb in international relations. This view challenges the realistic view prevailing in international relations, emphasizing the calculation of the balance of power and the shared strategic interests to explain peace and stability, characteristic of relations between free democracies (Place 2012). Therefore, if democracy spreads in the world coincides with economic interdependence and the strengthening of international organizations, it will bring about greater international peace. The theory of international relations preserves world peace and brings a peaceful solution to international affairs.
In the two main branches of Democratic Peace Theory, the structural explanation holds that representative government institutions make elected officials and policymakers accountable to a broad electorate and make war unattractive primarily to governments and citizens (Russett 2009). Since the costs and risks of war directly affect large parts of the population, it is expected that ordinary voters will lose their jobs if the current leader or party launches a failed or unnecessary war (Russett 2009). So even if there is a non-liberal leader, institutions such as freedom of speech, political pluralism, and competitive elections will make it difficult for those leaders to persuade or persuade the public to go to war. By contrast, proponents of the normative or cultural view argue that shared democratic and liberal values best explain the peace between democracies (Fendi us Elman 1997). According to this view, the democratic political culture encourages peaceful conflict resolution that has spread beyond domestic political processes to other democracies. Leaders in both countries have reason to expect that their counterparts will also resolve their differences peacefully (John Owen, n.d.).

Although some scholars believe that structural and normative explanations are mutually exclusive, the defence of democratic peace theory is more intuitive and persuasive by combining the two viewpoints (Mao 1997). The two reasons are complementary in that cultural norms influence the creation and evolution of political institutions. Institutions help produce a more peaceful moral culture over time, so international relations theory becomes part of the solution. However, this undermines primarily by a raft of research showing that democracies are extremely unlikely to fight each other, regardless of the definition of democracy, the type of case considered or the threshold of war (Mao 1997).

While not questioning empirical findings, substantive criticism argues the causal relationship between democracy and peace. Realists say that common interests, not standard regimes, best explain the low incidence of war among democracies (Farber and Gowan 1995). The structure of the international political system is a critical factor in determining how countries act, and two non-democracies with common interests are more likely to fight each other than two democracies with no common interests. Critics of Democratic Peace Theory are right that liberal democracies are not significantly less likely to go to war with other non-democracies (Mao 1997). Available evidence essentially refutes the monism that democracies find it difficult to use force, regardless of the type of regime in the opposing state. Power politics remains a necessary reality for most democracies, especially given the high level of conflict between the mixed dyads (Patayan 2012). Thus, the Democratic Peace Theory has become a global problem under such circumstances, leading to war.

3.3 Case Study: Situation in Afghanistan

Some Western countries, led by the United States, have long held the right to speak on democratic issues. However, America's self-proclaimed democratic model is increasingly questioned, both domestically and internationally. From the domestic point of view of the United States, the chaos caused by the fall of "American democracy" has been seen by the outside world, the disorder of democratic systems caused by political chaos, further tearing up American society (Ralph 2001).

Similarly, in dealing with international relations and affairs, the U.S. has left democratic principles behind and pursued the direction of anti-democratic hegemony that the U.S. must dominate (Kim 2012). The most striking example is the interference in the internal affairs of other countries through the implementation of "long-arm jurisdiction", that is, the intervention of the Eastern and Western countries (Cerna 1995). This unequal inter-state relationship is reflected in the relationship between the U.S. and developing countries and between the U.S. and its allies. The idea of classifying countries into three or six ranks directly contradicts the principle of sovereign equality of states enshrined in the UN Charter (U.N. 2021).

In the relationship with other international multilateral institutions and international organizations, the U.S. is also selfish attitude. The Trump government pulled out of U.N. education, scientific, and cultural organizations from the Paris Agreement on climate change, withdrew from the world health organization, and even investigated the Afghanistan war crimes by the international criminal court sanctions without a word (Cyr 2013). During the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. also put national interests first and implemented isolationism and unilateralism. It was wielding the big stick of sanctions, bullying, and threats to international institutions. It finally became the biggest troublemaker for global security and stability.

On August 30, 2021, the U.S. announced that it had completed its withdrawal from Afghanistan, ending nearly two decades of U.S. military operations in the country (Macias 2021). A little review of history makes it easy to see that over the past 20 years, the U.S. has glorified acts of aggression, killing and pillage at home and abroad in the name of "democracy". In April 2021, U.S. President Joe Biden announced that the U.S. had completed its mission to combat terrorists and would withdraw all U.S. troops from Afghanistan by September 11 to end the longest war the U.S. has ever experienced on foreign soil (Macias 2021). Biden acknowledged that even after nearly two decades of war, the U.S. could not turn Afghanistan into a modern and stable country.
For 20 years, there has been no dawn of peace in Afghanistan. Although the U.S. drove out the Taliban and eliminated Bin Laden, the number of terrorist organizations did not decrease but increased from a position to more than 20 (Walt 2002). The U.S. invaded and occupied Afghanistan for 20 years in the name of counterterrorism, not for the just cause of counterterrorism, but for so-called hegemony. According to the latest 2021 statistics, 36% of the African population lives below the poverty line. The number of poor people in Afghanistan has soared to 47.3% by 2020, with the U.S. occupation making half of the population refugees (Sajjad 2021). Moreover, Americans do not care whether Afghans are rich or poor, healthy or weak. Their prize is the land of Afghanistan, the central transport hub in the heart of Asia, buried in a treasure trove of immense value.

In the guise of promoting democracy and peace, they can cover up American democracy and values, which they believe are the common ideals and values pursued by human beings, with a legitimate cloak to cover up its nature of interfering in other countries internal affairs power. Specifically, the Post-Cold War American "democratic diplomacy" has three characteristics.

Primarily, expand the political system and values of the U.S. through free and democratic ideals, and make democratic diplomacy an essential part of American power (Fabry 2009). The U.S. government believes that American values of individual freedom and tolerance are specific manifestations of democracy and emphasizes that national security must expand a market democratic society and contain threats to the interests of the United States and its Allies. Protecting and strengthening American values is the goal of its security strategy (J. ABRAMOWITZ 2021). On the other hand, the U.S. government believes that it must lead the world towards freedom and democracy and that democratic diplomacy should be regarded as an essential means.

Posteriorly, democratic diplomacy in the U.S. has been characterized from the beginning by interference in the internal affairs of other countries and the promotion of power politics (Daalder and Lindsay 2003). American soldiers in U.N. peacekeeping operations, remembered for spreading American democracy and values, eventually withdrew from Somalia due to interference in other countries internal affairs. To create a "zone of democratic peace" in Europe, the United States vigorously promoted the eastward expansion of NATO. It supported the "new democracies" in Eastern Europe, but Russia strongly opposed this (Karkovic 1995). In East Asia, the United States has criticized the so-called "human rights issues" of some East Asian countries, especially China, despite its dire human rights situation (Waal 2021). The AUKUS Alliance recently formed, and Australia's allies consider it a positive development for democracy, peace, and prosperity (Zhu 2021). This alliance is, even more, disregarding the norms of international law and blatantly pursuing the maritime hegemonism of power politics. Democratic diplomacy under the brand of "free democracy is the common goal of mankind" interferes in other countries internal affairs and hegemony more covert (Carta 2017).

Thirdly, American democratic diplomacy remains strongly ideological. Although the ideological struggle in post-Cold War international relations has been weakened, it does not mean that Western diplomacy has been rid of the influence of ideological factors but has a new focus on the object. The current ideological struggle is not only a struggle between communism and capitalism but even a struggle between different "civilizations" (Hedin 2004). After the Soviet and Eastern socialist systems disintegrated, the western powers in the ideological offensive were more prosperous. They aim to force "transformation" in all countries that do not practise Western democracy (Opedal, Rommetvedt, and Vrangbaek 2011). In essence, certain norms in this ideology are often used to achieve specific political goals and exert political influence.

The Democratic Peace Theory needs to be applied in different aspects. If the characteristics of a peaceful and negotiated settlement are taken advantage of, it will become a solution. However, the U.S. uses it to intervene in other countries politics and exercise hegemony under the banner of democracy. In this case, Democratic Peace Theory has become a significant international issue, and many scholars have criticized it. In fact, since the beginning of the 21st century, the application of democratic peace theory has failed. The withdrawal of the U.S. from Afghanistan also represents the failure of a kind of democratic hegemony and reflects the limitations of Democratic Peace Theory.

In addition to the Democratic Peace Theory under Liberalism, realism can also prove the above view. From the perspective of realism, the long-term inability of the DPRK and the U.S. to communicate directly and distrust each other has led to a "security dilemma" between the two countries, leading to the development of nuclear weapons by the DPRK (Gardels 2017). To get rid of the current "security dilemma", the key is whether the DPRK and the U.S. can transcend the realistic perspective, give up their hostility to each other, and finally build a truly peaceful and stable security community in Northeast Asia.

Realists believe that countries in the international system are the same as people in society, so countries in the global system must also rely on power to ensure their security and pursue national interests (Kim 2018). In the bipolar structure of the Cold War, because the U.S. and the Soviet Union were superpowers, other countries were
forced to join the two camps. Realists believe that this bipolar pattern is relatively stable and that wars occur naturally and cannot be avoided. However, some systems (such as the bipolar pattern system) are relatively stable and generally are not prone to wear. From a realist perspective, China and North Korea protect their status and security (Kim 2018).

From the perspective of the U.S., the North Korean nuclear program that changes the balance of political and military power in East Asia conflicts with America's regional interests. The dominant country can tolerate small or even partial changes to the balance of power. Still, countries with vested interests will inevitably oppose any attempt to completely disrupt the established international political order (Graham 2021). After 2002, some incidents severely affected the peace and stability of Northeast Asia, such as North Korea's withdrawal from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and North Korea's nuclear explosion (Graham 2021). The reality has brought the U.S. back to the path of realism.

4. Conclusion

Today’s international community is a complex and diverse global system. In the face of the diversity of the international community and the differences in understanding of democracy among countries, countries should respect each other's right to choose their social system and development path, embrace various ideas based on the values of equality and openness, resolve contradictions and conflicts through democratic consultation and build a civilization of peaceful coexistence. Whether international relations are a solution or a problem depends on applying theories related to international relations. Any idea has one side of a peaceful solution and the other side of the issues that cause global wars.
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